Individual differences in the rubber-hand illusion: Predicting self-reports of people's personal experiences
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Abstract

Can we assess individual differences in the extent to which a person perceives the rubber-hand illusion on the basis of self-reported experiences? In this research, we develop such an instrument using Rasch-type models. In our conception, incorporating an object (e.g., a rubber hand) into one's body image requires various sensorimotor and cognitive processes. The extent to which people can meet these requirements thus determines how intensely people experience and, simultaneously, describe the illusion. As a consequence, individual differences in people's susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion can be determined by inspecting reports of their personal experiences. The proposed model turned out to be functional in its capability to predict self-reports of people's experiences and to reliably assess individual differences in susceptibility to the illusion. Regarding validity, we found a small, but significant, correlation between individual susceptibility and proprioceptive drift. Additionally, we found that asynchrony, and tapping rather than stroking the fingers constrain the experience of the illusion.
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1. Introduction

By simultaneously stroking a person's concealed hand together with a visible fake one, people start to sense the fake hand as an actual part of their own body (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998). In this so-called rubber-hand illusion, the central nervous system categorizes a foreign object, for example a rubber hand, as a part of the body. The cognitive and sensorimotor mechanisms underlying such body image incorporations include visuotactile integration (e.g., Armel & Ramachandran, 2003), and the detection of body-specific sensorimotor contingencies (e.g., Botvinick, 2004). At the same time, the strength of illusion appears to be modulated by an internal model of what the human body is like: Objects that differ morphologically from the human body are less easily incorporated (e.g., de Vignemont, Tsakiris, & Haggard, 2006; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). The rubber-hand illusion has been used extensively as an experimental paradigm in research aimed at understanding the mechanisms behind our sense of embodiment (e.g., Longo, Schürr, Kammers, Tsakiris, & Haggard, 2008), personal impressions of body-ownership and self-consciousness (e.g., Ehrsson, Spence, & Passingham, 2004; Lenggenhager, Tadi, Metzinger, & Blanke, 2007), or self-other merging (e.g., Paladino, Mazzureggia, Pavani, & Schubert, 2010).

To assess the extent to which the fake hand is incorporated in the body image, research has relied heavily on the measurement of proprioceptive drift (i.e., the degree to which people misperceive the location of their concealed hand as being shifted toward the fake hand; e.g., Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). Empirical evidence, however, suggests that this drift in proprioception might not be a valid indicator of the rubber-hand illusion (e.g., Holmes, Snijders, & Spence, 2006; Folegatti, Farnè, Salemme, & de Vignemont, 2012; but see Longo et al., 2008). Rohde, Di Luca, and Ernst (2011) have even argued that the rubber-hand illusion is perhaps better assessed using people's descriptions of what the rubber-hand illusion feels like. These descriptions, however, vary widely between individuals. Some people claim, for example, that they felt as if they could move and use the fake hand (i.e., a sense of agency; Haans, Ijsselsteijn, & de Kort, 2008). Other people, under similar experimental conditions, claim that they even saw the fake hand changing appearance (i.e., a case of altered visual perceptions; Lewis & Lloyd, 2010). Still others appear to be relatively insensitive to the illusion, as the descriptions of their experiences are limited to impressions of strangeness and confusion. The question is: Is this apparent variability in reports about the rubber-hand illusion largely irrelevant? Should it be regarded as noise in the data? Or, alternatively, are these reports of various personal experiences valid indicators of people's differential susceptibility to the illusion?

In this paper, we present two experiments in which we test a model that predicts self-reports of how a person experiences the rubber-hand
illusion. In a first experiment, we investigate whether individual differences in the susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion can be used to determine how people describe their personal experiences. In a second experiment, we extend our model to include the effects of experimental manipulations of the situation in which the illusion is elicited (e.g., the amount of asynchrony in the visuotactile stimulation). Before doing so, we discuss research employing Botvinick and Cohen (1998), which is thought to capture experiences related to the rubber-hand illusion.

1.1. Self-reported experiences

The measure by Botvinick and Cohen (1998) consists of nine statements regarding specific experiential effects presumed to be related to the rubber-hand illusion. If we compare the various studies that have used the instrument, then it becomes apparent that there is a consistent order with respect to how frequent these various statements are agreed upon (e.g., Ehrsson et al., 2004; Peled, Ritsner, Hirschmann, Geva, & Modai, 2000; see also Holmes & Spence, 2007). The three most frequently endorsed statements relate to the location of felt touch (e.g., feeling the touch in the location where one sees the rubber hand being touched), and to a sense of ownership toward the fake hand (e.g., the fake hand feels as one’s own). The remaining six statements are much less frequently endorsed (e.g., relating to distortions in the perceived appearance of the fake hand). For most people, these latter statements apparently do not match their experiences.

Some authors have argued that the rarely supported items refer to experiential effects that are unrelated to the illusion (e.g., Ehrsson et al., 2004). Consider, however, two items in a mathematical test: an addition and an integration task. Fewer people will correctly solve the addition than the addition task. This is not because integration is less of a mathematical problem than addition. Instead, integration problems require rather more mathematical skills than addition problems in order to be solved correctly. In other words, the addition and the integration item both need to be matched with a certain level of mathematical ability. We propose an analogous look at the items of Botvinick and Cohen (1998) instrument. The least frequently acknowledged experiential effects are the ones that, in order to be experienced, have to be matched with a high level of a specific ability. We call this ability “susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion.”

1.2. Individual susceptibility as an ability

Individual differences in people’s susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion are rather likely, not the least, because individual differences are common with other bodily illusions as well (e.g., MacLachlan, Desmond, & Horgan, 2003; Mussap & Salton, 2006). These differences might derive from different information processing capabilities (e.g., with respect to visuotactile integration; Peled et al., 2000), or from differences in people’s psychological makeup (Juhel & Neiger, 1993). People may, for example, differ in the stability of their body image (Mussap & Salton, 2006). Burrack and Brugger (2005) found the frequency of spontaneous body image alterations in everyday life to be correlated with people’s susceptibility to experimentally induced bodily illusions. The less stable one’s body image is, the more likely it is to be sensitive to change due to novel sensorimotor information.

Susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion reflects the extent to which a person can activate the required sensorimotor and cognitive processes (e.g., visuotactile integration), and inhibit others (e.g., comparing the foreign object with an internal model of the human body). Vice versa, we expect that each experiential effect related to the rubber-hand illusion (e.g., a sense of ownership over the fake hand) demands certain cognitive and sensorimotor processes to be activated or inhibited. We call these experience-specific requirements “cognitive demand”. If a person’s susceptibility does not match the cognitive demand behind a particular experiential effect, then he or she will not develop, and thus not report, that experience.

1.3. A transitive order of experiential effects

Cognitive demand is defined as a property of an experiential effect (e.g., fake hand feels as one’s own), and is assumed independent of the individual on whom the rubber-hand illusion is induced. A more susceptible person has better chances of developing and thus reporting a particular experiential effect compared to a less susceptible individual, but the cognitive demand behind that experience is the same for both. In other words, we expect the cognitive demand behind each experiential effect to be more or less the same for everyone. This rests on the assumption that the cognitive and sensorimotor requirements behind body image incorporations are more or less the same for each individual. Note that a similar assumption is made in cognitive psychology, where it is assumed that the cognitive processes behind mental capacities are equivalent for healthy adults.

If this invariance of cognitive demands assumption holds, then all experiential effects related to the rubber-hand illusion can be transitively ordered according to their cognitive demand in a manner that is the same for everyone. An order of objects is called transitive under the conditions exemplified by the following: If experience A is more demanding to develop than experience B, and B is more demanding than experience C, then A must be more demanding than C. This transitive and invariant order of experiential effects implies that a person’s susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion manifests itself in a determined, and thus predictable, set of reported experiences (i.e., all but the too demanding ones).

For people who are marginally susceptible to the rubber-hand illusion, the illusion presumably is limited to impressions of confusion and strangeness as such experiential effects only require registering the contradiction in the sensory information (cf. Armel & Ramachandran, 2003). Such unresponsive individuals will not experience and thus not report a stronger rubber-hand illusion as they do not meet the necessary cognitive requirements.

More susceptible individuals, by contrast, are expected to also develop impressions of some tactile sensations that originate from the fake hand. Such experiential effects are relatively demanding as they require uniting contradicting visual and tactile information into a single percept. Even more demanding are impressions that require a recalibration of the mental representation of one’s body image, such as experiencing the fake hand as part of one’s body.

Only those few individuals that are extremely susceptible to the illusion are expected to encounter visual changes in the appearance of the fake hand, as this is presumed to require a prolonged feeling of ownership over the fake hand (see Lewis & Lloyd, 2010). These people will not only report altered visual perceptions, but are also expected to experience a sense of ownership over the fake hand, a relocation of felt touch, and impressions of strangeness and confusion.

Thus, if our assumption of an invariant and transitively ordered set of experiential effects holds, then we can predict how a person experiences, and thus reports on, the rubber-hand illusion on the basis of an estimate of his or her susceptibility to the illusion. The specific transitive order of increasingly demanding experiential effects ultimately defines the rubber-hand illusion. In our conception, all experiential effects related to the rubber-hand illusion fall onto a single continuum rather than being organized into a set of multiple dimensions (cf. Longo et al., 2008). Since multidimensional conceptions of the rubber-hand illusion require a matching number of individual abilities, our model offers a more parsimonious account of the individual differences in people’s reports about the illusion.

1.4. A Rasch model implementation

The hypothesized relationship between a person’s self-reported experiences, his or her susceptibility to the illusion, and the presumed cognitive demand behind each specific experiential effect can be
described mathematically with the Rasch model (for details, see e.g., Bond & Fox, 2007):

\[
\ln \left( \frac{p(x_{ni} = 1)}{1 - p(x_{ni} = 1)} \right) = \theta_n - \delta_i.
\]

The Rasch model describes the natural logarithm of the odds of reporting a certain experiential effect \(i\) \([P(x_{ni} = 1)]\) as an additive function of a person \(n\)'s susceptibility \(\theta_n\) and the cognitive demand \(\delta_i\) assumed behind that particular experience. Both parameters in this equation (susceptibility and cognitive demand) are estimated by means of maximum-likelihood estimation. Susceptibilities of persons and the cognitive demands behind the various self-report items are expressed in log odd units (also called logits). For a specific experiential effect \(i\) to have a 50% chance to be developed, and thus to be reported, its cognitive demand (e.g., \(\delta_i = 1\)) has to be matched numerically with an equivalent amount of a person \(n\)'s susceptibility \(\theta_n = 1\).

The Rasch model, however, is not only descriptive, but also prescriptive. It requires self-report items to be ordered invariantly and transversely across persons, and persons to be ordered invariantly and transversely across items. Thus, if a person reports, for example, four out of 10 experiential effects, the Rasch model also prescribes which four should be experienced: They should be the four least demanding ones. And for the most demanding experiential effects, we expect to exclusively find such reports from the most susceptible persons.

These formal Rasch model expectations can be tested empirically against the observed data. Provided the responses are ordered from highly to lowly susceptible persons, the model anticipates the following response string for an averagely demanding experiential effect: 111101010000. In this response string, a one indicates that a person agreed to have encountered the experience, and a zero that a person did not. The first four individuals all have high susceptibilities, so all four are likely to develop, and thus report, this experience. The next four individuals have a susceptibility that approaches numerically the cognitive demand of this experiential effect. As a result, some of them will agree, but others may not. Finally the last four individuals have such a low susceptibility that all are very unlikely to develop this experience (hence all zeros should be observed).

The mean square (MS) statistic is commonly used to test the match between model-predicted and observed response patterns. The MS-value is the weighted average of the squared standardized residuals, in which each residual is weighted by its variance (e.g., Bond & Fox, 2007). The model-predicted response pattern (e.g., 111101010000,) yields a MS-value of MS = 1.00. Excessively high MS-values can be expected when the observed response string opposes the Rasch model prediction, for example when the likelihood of reporting an experiential effect increases with diminishing susceptibility (e.g., 000001111111). In contrast, the MS-value would be smaller than 1.00 for an item with a deterministic response pattern (i.e., 111110000000). In such a case, the model prediction-to-data fit is better than what one would anticipate with a probabilistic model. MS-values below 1.00 do not really challenge the Rasch model prediction, but can be used to improve one’s measurement instrument.

The invariance assumption should be sufficiently met in order to map both persons and experiential effects on a single scale (see Fig. 1), and thus to compare individuals meaningfully in respect to their susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion. For assessing item fit, MS-values above 1.20 are considered good, and MS-values below 1.50 are considered acceptable (Wright & Linacre, 1994). Standardized fit statistics can be used with persons. By chance alone, 2.5% of the individuals will have a t-value of \(t \geq 1.96\). As a rule of thumb, 5% of poorly fitting persons are considered acceptable for most purposes.

2. Experiment 1

In this first experiment, we model reports of 22 experiential effects presumed to be related to the rubber-hand illusion, based on the Botvinick and Cohen (1998) instrument and other sources, as a function of individual susceptibility and of the cognitive demand behind each experience. A successful Rasch model test will, on one hand, corroborate the hypothesis that individuals can be reliably differentiated with regard to their susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion. On the other hand, it confirms a transitive and invariant order of the 22 experiential effects for all persons involved in the experiment. Additionally, we investigate the relationship between individual susceptibility and proprioceptive drift. We predict that people who incorporate the fake hand more strongly into their body image will also show a more pronounced proprioceptive drift (cf. Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005).

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Our sample of participants was drawn from students and employees of the Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands. One hundred and twenty-seven persons participated in this experiment, 100 (79%) of whom were male. Their mean age was 24.7 (SD = 6.5; range 19 to 65); 73% of our participants were right handed and 14% were ambidextrous (according to the Dutch handedness scale; van Strien, 1992). All participants received coffee and cake as compensation.

2.1.2. Procedure and apparatus

Participants were seated in a chair with their left hand on a table in front. First, the experimenter obtained, for each participant, the pre-exposure difference between actual and felt location of the left hand. For this, the experimenter asked the participant to close his or her eyes. Then, a small platform (25 by 80 by 9 cm) was placed over the participant’s left hand (see Fig. 2A). A string was mounted over the length of the platform to which a small block was attached. Next, the experimenter guided the participant’s right hand to this block. After that, the experimenter instructed the participant to slide the block over the platform (starting from the participant’s outermost right-hand side) to indicate the felt position of his/her middle finger of the left hand. The difference between actual and felt position was consecutively assessed three times. It was coded with a positive sign when the felt position was biased towards the participant’s right-hand side, and with a negative sign when the felt position was biased beyond the left hand’s actual position.

After the platform was removed, participants were asked to move their hands as if conducting an orchestra, while the experimenter placed a fake hand in front of them. As a fake hand, a cosmetic prosthesis of a man’s left hand was used that was realistic in terms of skin texture, color, and shape. With each participant, the rubber-hand illusion was then induced in a single five minute trial. For this, participants were asked to place their left hand back on the table (at a lateral distance of 30 cm from the fake hand) and to keep it motionless (see Fig. 2B). Next, the experimenter concealed the participant’s left hand from his or her view by placing a screen between the left hand and the fake hand. Subsequently, the experimenter stroked and tapped the middle and index fingers of both hands, simultaneously and in synchrony, by means of two brushes.

After the induction of the illusion, participants were instructed to continue to keep their left hand motionless on the table. Subsequently, the experimenter obtained, for each participant, the post-exposure difference between actual and felt location of the left hand, using the same procedure as before. Finally, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire.

2.1.3. Measures

2.1.3.1. Self-reports on personal impressions. The self-report items consisted of 22 statements presumed to describe experiential effects related to the rubber-hand illusion, such as “It felt as if the fake hand was part of my own body”. All items were presented to participants in Dutch. Thirteen of these items were adopted from previously used instruments (e.g., Armel & Ramachandran, 2003; Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Haans et al., 2008; IJsselsteijn, de Kort, & Haans, 2006; Longo et al., 2008; Mussap & Salton, 2006). For a complete list of the 22 statements, see Table 1. Participants were asked to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with these statements by means of five response categories, labeled “disagree”, “slightly disagree”, “neutral”, “slightly agree”, and “agree”. For all participants and across all 22 items, there were only two missing responses (<0.1%).

To keep the subsequent calibrations straightforward in their interpretation, we recoded the individual responses to the 22 impressions into a dichotomous format. For this purpose “disagree”, “slightly disagree”, and “neutral” were collapsed into “refute”, and “slightly agree” and “agree” into “assert”. Such dichotomization is not expected to affect the meaning of the personal statements (Linacre, 2009). The Rasch model test was performed using the Facets software (Linacre, 2010). The Facets software employs a joint maximum likelihood procedure to estimate (a) each participant’s susceptibility, and (b) the presumed cognitive demand behind each of the 22 experiential effects.

2.1.3.2. Proprioceptive drift. Proprioceptive drift is the difference of two differences: the pre-exposure difference subtracted from the post-exposure difference between actual and felt position of a participant’s left hand (Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). Since pre- and post-exposure differences were each assessed three times, three proprioceptive drift estimates could be calculated for each participant. For this purpose, we subtracted the first pre-exposure difference from the first post-exposure difference, the second pre-exposure difference from the second post-exposure difference etc. The average of these three estimates was used in our analyses. The reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the three estimates of proprioceptive drift was $\alpha = .89$.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiential effect</th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{\eta}$ (SE)</td>
<td>MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Sometimes, it appeared as if the fake hand moved to my left hand side.</td>
<td>4.16 (0.73)</td>
<td>1.11 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Sometimes, it felt as if my left hand moved towards my right hand side.</td>
<td>2.57 (0.39)</td>
<td>1.18 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Sometimes, the shape of the fake hand appeared to change.</td>
<td>2.57 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.91 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sometimes, it felt as if my left hand turned rubbery.</td>
<td>1.96 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.12 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Sometimes, it felt as if the shape of my left hand started to change.</td>
<td>1.95 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.00 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sometimes, the skin properties of the fake hand (i.e., color or texture)</td>
<td>1.24 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.94 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 When a finger of the fake hand moved, I sometimes felt the finger of my left hand moving as well.</td>
<td>1.17 (0.25)</td>
<td>1.08 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sometimes, it felt as if I had more than one left hand.</td>
<td>1.11 (0.25)</td>
<td>1.12 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Sometimes, it appeared as if the touch I felt originated from somewhere between my own hand and the fake hand.</td>
<td>0.71 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.95 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Sometimes, the fake hand began to match my own hand in appearance.</td>
<td>0.31 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.86 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Sometimes, it felt as if my left hand was inside the fake hand.</td>
<td>0.12 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.90 0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Sometimes, it felt as if I had complete control over the fake hand: I could have moved the fake hand if I wanted to.</td>
<td>-0.14 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.97 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Sometimes, it felt as if my left hand and the fake hand were on the same location on the table.</td>
<td>-0.27 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.91 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Sometimes, it felt as if the fake hand was part of my own body.</td>
<td>-0.66 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.87 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Sometimes, I became confused about what I saw and felt.</td>
<td>-0.87 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.99 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Sometimes, it appeared as if I felt the touch on my side of the wooden screen (i.e., on the side of the fake hand).</td>
<td>-1.37 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.95 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Sometimes, it felt as if the fake hand was my own hand.</td>
<td>-1.78 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.78 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Sometimes, it appeared as if I felt the touch on the location where I saw the fake hand being touched.</td>
<td>-1.97 (0.23)</td>
<td>1.09 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 I continuously felt as if the touches on my fingers and the touches on the fake hand were caused by two different brushes.</td>
<td>-2.38 (0.25)</td>
<td>1.06 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 I did not experience anything odd.</td>
<td>-2.51 (0.26)</td>
<td>1.04 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Sometimes, it felt as if the touches on my fingers were caused by the brush touching the fake hand.</td>
<td>-2.88 (0.28)</td>
<td>1.06 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 I continuously noticed clear differences between the touches I saw on the fake hand, and the touches I felt.</td>
<td>-3.04 (0.29)</td>
<td>1.06 0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the items are translated from their original Dutch version. Experiential effects are ordered according to cognitive demand (i.e) as estimated in Experiment 1. All cognitive demands are in the metric of Experiment 1. Items in italic are negatively worded. They were reversed in their coding before they were analyzed. Words in bold were emphasized in the questionnaire. For Experiment 1, $p$ represents the probability of an affirmative response for an averagely susceptible person. For Experiment 2, $p$ represents the probability of affirmation for an averagely susceptible person in the synchronous (i.e., 51 ms delay) stroking condition.

2.2. Results and discussion

In the following sections, we will first present the results of the model test, including the person and item fit statistics. Second, we compare each participant’s susceptibility estimate with his or her proprioceptive drift.

2.2.1. Model test

The estimated cognitive demands behind each of the 22 experiential effects are reported in Table 1. All items fit the model sufficiently with $MS$-values $\leq$ 1.20. The individual susceptibilities to the rubber-hand illusion were estimated with a reliability of .82. The average susceptibility was $M = -0.88$ logits ($SD = 1.59$; range $-5.64$ to 3.54; see Fig. 1). For only four (3.1%) of the 127 participants, the model prediction did not fit the data as indicated by a $t$-value of $t \geq 1.96$. Empirically, the Rasch model explained 48.1% of the variance in the data (for computational details, see Linacre, 2003). Because the Rasch model estimates probabilities for discrete events (i.e., whether a person claims to have encountered a certain experiential effect or not), substantial quantization variance is to be expected. If the model would fit perfectly, then 52.9% of the overall variance would be quantization variance. The empirical proportion of unexplained variance (i.e., 51.9%) was thus highly similar to the proportion of quantization variance one would expect with perfect data-to-model fit. In addition, we performed a principal component analyses on the standardized residuals (i.e., the data not explained by our model) to explore the possibility for another unaccounted factor in the data (Linacre, 1998). As an additional factor would only result in a trivial increase of 4.6% in the proportion of explained variance, we conclude that our set of 22 items taps into a single factor only. Taken together these statistics demonstrate that the observed data fit the model-prediction rather well, thereby confirming our hypothesis that the presumed cognitive demands behind each of the 22 experiential effects are independent of the individual taking the test.

For a more stringent test of this hypothesis, we split our sample in half and estimated the cognitive demand related with each experiential effect twice: once for persons with even and once for persons with odd identification numbers. Consistent with our hypothesis of person-independent cognitive demands, the two estimates of the 22 cognitive demands were highly similar with $r = .94$, and $p < .01$ (see Fig. 3A). Subsequently, we used the cognitive demands as estimated with the even sample, to test the data-to-model fit in the uneven sample. At least some misfit is to be expected as the cognitive demands are now estimated based on the responses of only 63 participants. Nevertheless, the responses to all but two of the items fitted the model reasonably well with $MS \leq 1.30; \text{“it appeared as if the fake hand moved to my left hand side”} (Item 1; $MS = 5.48$) and \text{“it felt as if my left hand turned rubbery”} (Item 4; $MS = 3.48$). At the same time, for only three out of 64 participants did the responses not fit the Rasch model. In other words, there is sufficient model prediction-to-data fit, even when the cognitive demands are estimated from an independent sample.

2.2.2. Susceptibility and proprioceptive drift

Our participants, on average, demonstrated a proprioceptive drift of $M = 1.9 \text{ cm} (SE = 0.4; \text{ range } -5.7 \text{ to } 17.6)$. We found a small, but significant, correlation between individual susceptibility and proprioceptive drift ($r = .20, p = .03$). Even after correction for measurement error attenuation (cf. Charles, 2005), the correlation remained small, with $r_{\text{corr}} = .23$, indicating an overlap in variance of about 53%. As expected, proprioceptive drift increased with individual susceptibility, thereby providing support for the construct validity of our susceptibility measure.

3. Experiment 2

When taking a mathematical exam, distracting background noises or poor illumination of the room will obstruct even the most proficient students in realizing their full potential. Similarly, one can obstruct the extent to which people can incorporate a fake hand into their body image by manipulating features of the experimental setup in which the rubber-hand illusion is induced (e.g., the amount of asynchrony in the visuoacticle stimulation). In other words, to predict how people experience the rubber-hand illusion, we need to consider three factors rather than two: Individual susceptibility, the cognitive demand behind the various experiential effects, and the constraints imposed by the experimental setup in which the rubber-hand illusion is elicited.
For this second experiment, we manipulate two features of the experimental setup: the extent of asynchrony and the type of stimulation (tapping vs. stroking). Research suggests that incorporation of a rubber hand into the body image is largely dependent on sensorimotor integration, and thus on the capability of the central nervous system to extract correlations between the various sensory modalities (e.g., Armel & Ramachandran, 2003). By introducing a delay between the stimulation of the fake hand and that of the participant’s concealed hand, it becomes more difficult for the central nervous system to extract a strong correlation between seen and felt stimulation. As a result, this asynchrony obstructs the incorporation of the fake hand in the body image (e.g., Ehrsson et al., 2004; Shimada, Fukuda, & Hiraki, 2009; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). By contrast, we expect that the rubber-hand illusion can be facilitated by stroking rather than tapping the fingers of the fake hand and the participant’s concealed hand. If the fingers of the real and fake hand are stroked rather than tapped, then there is more information in the seen and felt stimulation that can covary: not only information regarding location and duration, but also regarding speed and direction. Such information-rich stimulation allows the central nervous system to extract a stronger correlation between the two modalities, which, in turn, is expected to result in a more vivid rubber-hand illusion.

Eq. (2) gives a many-facet Rasch-type model that includes estimates for the contextual constraints imposed by the experimental setup (for more details see Linacre, 2002; also Bond & Fox, 2007):

\[
\ln \left( \frac{p(x_{\text{total}} = 1)}{1-p(x_{\text{total}} = 1)} \right) = \theta_n - (\delta_i + \lambda_d + \lambda_t).
\]  

In this model, the natural logarithm of the odds that person \( n \) reports a certain experiential effect \( i \) (e.g., the fake hand feels as \( n \)'s own) is governed by four factors: \( n \)'s susceptibility to the illusion \( (\theta_n) \), the specific cognitive demand required to develop that experience \( i \) \( (\delta_i) \), and the constraints imposed by the amount of delay \( d \) \( (\lambda_d) \) and the type of stimulation \( t \) \( (\lambda_t) \) in the visuotactile stimulation.

3.1.2. Experimental design and apparatus

A six (delay between felt and seen stimulation in steps of 100 ms) by two (tapping vs. stroking) within-subject design was implemented. To reduce the number of trials per participant, the six delay conditions were employed with each participant only once. As a result, each person participated in only 6 of the 12 experimental conditions. The order of the delays was randomly assigned to the participants. At the same time, we controlled that each delay condition was presented equally often in the first trial of each session. Whether a participant would receive strokes or taps during a certain delay condition was determined by means of a rotated-judgment plan (for more details, see Linacre, 2002).

3.1.3. Procedure and apparatus

The rubber-hand illusion was elicited in six trials. To enable a reliable delay between seen and felt stimulation, a technologically mediated implementation of the rubber-hand illusion was used (for technical details, see IJsselsteijn et al., 2006). In this procedure, participants were not looking at the fake hand directly, but at a video projection of the fake hand (see Fig. 2C). The projection of the fake hand and its stimulation was delayed by means of an Evertz7700 delay unit placed between the camera and the beamer. The delay intrinsic in the camera and beamer setup was 51 ms (i.e., phase shift estimated with a pulsating LED and two Phidgets Precision Light Sensor modules sampled at 10 kHz, connected to a Meilhaus Redlab series 1608 data acquisition module). The six asynchrony conditions thus consisted of 51, 151, 251, 351, 451, and 551 ms delay respectively. The experimenter was unaware of the degree of asynchrony in each trial. To ensure a constant interval between subsequent strokes or taps, the experimenter used a headset through which a tone was played at a one second interval. After each trial, participants completed a questionnaire.
3.1.4. Measures
The extent to which participants incorporated the fake hand into the body image was assessed with the same 22 self-report items as in Experiment 1. We processed these items in the same manner as described in Experiment 1. There were no missing responses.

3.2. Results and discussion

We will report the results of the model test in two parts. First, we detail the estimation of the individual differences in susceptibility and of the presumed cognitive demand behind the 22 experiential effects. Second, we present the estimation of the two contextual constraints: asynchrony and type of stimulation.

3.2.1. Susceptibility and cognitive demand

The cognitive demand estimates for each of the 22 experiential effects are reported in Table 1. This time, all but three items fitted the model with MS-values below 1.20. The three items with $MS > 1.20$ were: Item 8 “Sometimes, it felt as if I had more than one left hand” ($MS = 1.27$), Item 15 “Sometimes, I became confused about what I saw and felt” ($MS = 1.45$), and Item 20 “I did not experience anything odd” ($MS = 1.31$; see Table 1). In addition, we correlated the two estimates of the 22 cognitive demands from Experiments 1 and 2 (see Fig. 3B). Again, we found a high correlation between the two estimates, with $r = .88$ and $p < .01$.

The individual differences in susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion were estimated with a reliability of .95. The average susceptibility was $M = -1.66$ logits ($SD = 1.28$; range $= -4.10$ to 1.05). This time, for 2 (8.3%) out of 24 participants the model prediction did not fit the data, indicated by significant $t$-values of $t > 1.96$. These statistics corroborate our findings in Experiment 1: The data fit the model-prediction quite acceptably, thereby confirming our hypothesis that each experiential effect related to the rubber-hand illusion involves a specific and person-independent cognitive demand.

3.2.2. Contextual constraints

The estimates for the constraints caused by each of the six delay conditions are depicted in Fig. 4. The different delay conditions had a significant effect on the development of the rubber-hand illusion: $\chi^2(5, N = 24) = 169.4, p < .01$ (for computational details, see Schumacker & Lunz, 1997). As expected, we found that it became more and more difficult to incorporate the fake hand into the body image when asynchrony between seen and felt stimulation increased. For example, an average person had about 50% chance of developing, and thus reporting, a sense of ownership toward the fake hand (Item 17 in Table 1), when there was only 51 ms delay between seen and felt stimulation (in the stroking condition; see Fig. 4). By contrast, a 451 ms delay reduced this probability to 15%. Similarly, the average person had about 33% chance of reporting a sense of agency (Item 12 in Table 1) with 51 ms delay, but this probability was only 8% with delays of 451 ms or more (in the stroking condition). Asynchrony can thus be seen as a contextual constraint that increases the cognitive demand behind experiencing the illusion. Based on fit statistics, we can also conclude that the extent of this obstruction can be accurately estimated (all six estimates resulted in MS-values below 1.20).

The extent to which type of stimulation constrained the development of the illusion was estimated at 0.20 logits ($SE = 0.07$) for tapping, and $-0.20$ logits ($SE = 0.07$) for stroking. As expected, tapping (i.e., information-poor stimulation), compared to stroking, significantly constrained the development of the rubber-hand illusion: $\chi^2(1, N = 24) = 15.0$, and $p < .01$. This implies, for example, that an average person had a 10% lower chance of developing, and thus reporting, a sense of ownership over the fake hand (Item 17 in Table 1) in the tapping as compared to the stroking condition (with 51 ms delay). Again, the fit statistics for the tapping and the stroking effect estimates were good, with MS-values below 1.20.

The interaction between asynchrony and type of stimulation was not found to be significant: $\chi^2(12, N = 24) = 6.1$, and $p = .91$.

4. General discussion

In two experiments, we were successful in predicting people’s responses to 22 items about experiential effects presumed to be related to the rubber-hand illusion (e.g., a sense of agency over the fake hand). For that, we used estimates of people’s susceptibility to the illusion, estimates of the presumed cognitive demand behind each experiential effect, and estimates of the constraints intentionally imposed through manipulations in the experimental setup (i.e., latency between seen and felt touch, and type of touch).

The 22 experiential effects included in the present paper are but a preliminary set based mostly on existing measures and qualitative research. Nevertheless, 17 out of the 22 self-report items fitted the model rather well with MS-values below 1.20 in all analyses. Responses to five statements seem problematic at least in some of the analyses: “The fake hand moved to my left hand side” (Item 1; see Table 1), “My left hand turned rubbery” (Item 4), “I had more than one left hand” (Item 8), “I became confused about what I saw and felt” (Item 15), and “I did not experience anything odd” (Item 20). These statements are either comparatively poor indicators of the rubber-hand illusion or problematic in their phrasing. With respect to the latter two statements, it might also be that the asynchrony between seen and felt stimulation in Experiment 2 in and of itself caused impressions of confusion.

Overall, our model tests confirm our hypothesis that the various experiential effects related to the rubber-hand illusion (e.g., the fake hand felt as one’s own) can be transitorily and invariantly ordered with respect to how likely they are reported. In our conception, this ordering reflects that the cognitive demand behind each experiential effect is highly similar for all people included in the experiments. As a result, the large individual differences in people’s reports about the
illusions can be explained by a single ability. This susceptibility to the rubber-hand illusion reflects the extent to which a person can activate certain cognitive and sensorimotor processes, or inhibit others, which allows the incorporation of a fake hand into the body image. People with comparable levels of susceptibility develop and, thus report, similar experiences.

The existence of large differences in the ease with which various experiential effects can be developed poses a problem for conventional factor analysis (e.g., Longo et al., 2008; also Longo, Schüür, Kammers, Tsakiaris, & Haggard, 2009). Large differences in item difficulty may give rise to spurious dimensions (so-called difficulty factors; e.g., Gorsuch, 1997). Indeed, our analysis indicates that the 22 self-report items tap into a single dimension only. Our instrument, however, did not completely overlap with the one used by Longo et al. (2008, 2009) which also contained statements regarding the loss of one’s own concealed hand (e.g., it seemed like my own hand had disappeared). Recent research suggests that incorporation of a fake hand into the body image and changes in the perception of one’s own hand might indeed be independent consequences of the rubber-hand illusion (cf. Kammers et al., 2009).

Our results confirm a single underlying dimension in the Botvinick and Cohen (1998) instrument. Since Rasch model-based estimates correlate highly with aggregated scores (i.e., by summing or averaging persons’ responses), our results lend credence to the use of such aggregates to measure the strength of the rubber-hand illusion (e.g., Haans et al., 2008).

With our measure, we were able to reliably differentiate people with respect to their susceptibility to the illusion (ref $\geq 82$). More research is needed to theoretically explain the large differences in people’s susceptibility to the illusion. Correlating susceptibility with other aspects of the individual’s psychological make-up, such as body image instability (cf. Burrack & Brugger, 2005), may provide further evidence for the validity of our model. We did find a small but significant correlation between individual susceptibility, and thus the strength of the illusion, and proprioceptive drift (with $\tau_{core} = 23$). The fact that this correlation is small, confirms previous findings that proprioceptive drift has limited validity as a measure of the rubber-hand illusion (cf. Rohde et al., 2011).

At the same time, the significant correlation supports the view that the recalibration of proprioception might facilitate the development of the illusion (cf. Holmes et al., 2006).

The proposed model also has proven useful in describing the effects of situational constraints imposed by the experimental setup on the extent to which people incorporated the fake hand into the body image. As anticipated, we found that an asynchrony between seen and felt stimulation hindered the development of the rubber-hand illusion (cf. Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Tsakiaris & Haggard, 2005). Specifically, longer delays result in less convincing rubber-hand illusions, and needed to understand what mechanisms explain best the observed stimulation hindered the development of the rubber-hand illusion. We expected such an effect, being a part of situational constraints imposed by the experimental setup on the extent to which people incorporated the fake hand into the body image and changes in the perception of one’s own hand might indeed be independent consequences of the rubber-hand illusion (cf. Makin, Holmes, & Ehrsson, 2008).

Despite these limitations, our model seems nevertheless promising. It explains individual differences in reports about experiences related with the rubber-hand illusion in a parsimonious way. It provides a solid rationale for considering the individual variations in subjective reports associated with the rubber hand illusion as data rather than noise, reflecting a single underlying dimension of increasingly demanding experiences. Thus, our model can be used as a starting point to explore the origins of individual differences in susceptibility, or to explore the specific cognitive requirements behind the various experiential effects related to the rubber-hand illusion. As such, our research facilitates the development of a theoretical model of the rubber-hand illusion.
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